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Carbonaro effect episode guide

Michael rehashes potato laser, a re-design emergen-suit, takes another shot on the ice and more. Anything with new reactions! Michael poses as a telephone technician and bartender, and resurrected freezes dried animals. Posing as a cashier, Michael makes the customer's face appear on a milk carton and tries to convince her that she
is indeed a missing person. Then, there are customers in the ship's store who believe that the impossible technology of the future has arrived, like a bowling ball that can be mailed in a flat box. In addition, he has a hotel guest questioning her identity when he replaces her ID, and confuses the servant when he makes a disappearing act
out of his car. Posing as a thrifty store employee, Michael makes customers believe the real duck is just a life mamak and confuses clerks with an endless chain of gallows. He then assures liquor store customers that some corks are made of cheese and that wine can be frozen on command. In addition, in the museum he shocks a gullip
new employee by destroying an invaluable piece, and then incredibly reconstructing it. Michael assures the patrons of the car wash that he smashed their window, only to miraculously fix it at the touch of a button. Then, dry cleaning customers are confused when Michael suddenly wears their clothes in the blink of an eye. In addition, it
has customers in the pet store convinced to see more fish in an empty water bowl. Michael convinces customers to buy toys that couldn't possibly exist, like bubbles that turn into Christmas decorations when you catch them. Then, as a personal trainer, he makes the client think he's actually sweating enough to fill the bucket. Plus, the
security guard panics when Michael makes the car disappear into his guard. At the sporting goods store, a confused customer discusses the laws of physics with Michael after suddenly making a light box incredibly heavy. Then, as a barista, Michael shows the patrons of the café that the glass is not nearly as impenetrable as it seems. In
addition, it scares museum workers when it shows that boomerangs really always come back, and this preparation is less than a permanent solution. At a Mexican restaurant, Michael treats unfaithful diners to the luck of a snake with his table of guacamole and makes salsa so spicy that it melts the metal. He then confuses office
associates with an endless lunch in a brown bag and a frozen meal that turns out to be alarmingly fresh. In addition, he confuses his new assistant with some of the tricks of the store as a real estate agent, including refreshing dead flowers in front of her eyes. Michael misifies the patrons of the laundromat by incredibly multiplying small
amounts of detergent and makes the day for one man when he convinces him he has hit the coin machine jackpot. Then in a thrift store, Michael turns into a human cameraman. In addition, as a store employee, he surprisingly turns a full bowl of punch without spilling drops and repeatedly beaming the glass penguin to the astonishment
of one customer. winemakers with an amazing shrinkage bottle and a supposedly deep cork that defies the laws of physics. Then, he bedazzles a jewelry store patron with vanishing diamonds. He later headed to the car wash where one woman takes a stand when her green one clears an unexpected turn. Michael sells customers on a
novel of pets that can be flown out of balloons and convinces the hotel servant that he can park the car without even sitting in the driver's seat. Posing as a bartender, Michael denies distilling while turning water into alcohol. Then, Michael unscrusts the customers at the café, and gives the man déjà vu. Michael poses as an interior
designer and makes the staircase disappear. At the car wash, Michael uses a unique method to retrieve keys that were locked in the car and terrifies a woman who doesn't want new furry friends. In this special episode, Michael breaks the laws of physics with a multitude of tricks and then introduces new technologies to some highly
accepted patrons. And what happens when people find out they're on a TV show? Find out when Michael discovers that it was all an illusion for some of The Link 1's best labels, and look at the spectacular moments that went horribly awry. Michael stuns shoppers in a holistic store by treating them to kale cannolis that are too good to be
true. Later, while working in a toy store, Michael shocks his co-worker by reviving a large teddy bear. Surprising buyers with items with hidden compartments; raft in the pill; new way to levitate. Michael tests gravity when he floats the idea of astronauts; his dark-fueled popcorn are too new for a movie goer; and astzes the employee with
an antique shop with glass figurines that feel emotions and improve! Michael confuses the delivery man by pulling live crabs out of the Chinese food queue and leaves his mother and daughter in disbelief using a hanging bowl to pull peanuts out of the candy. In addition, it puts one man in a serious ethical dilemma. Michael stuns shoppers
in a thrifty place with an extremely advanced antique that self-tailors clothes and a board that solves mathematical equations. And at the hardware store, DIYer is left to question the intelligence of beetles that follow the blueprints and unscrew the nuts and bolts. Plus, one woman is shocked and confused when Michael disappears and
reappears before her eyes. Michael chases trouble in a toy store with pop-up books containing live animals and, in a health food store, makes a day out for a woman by showing her how to milk almonds. Later, the mummy causes the employee to question the ancient curses. Michael becomes spooky in an antique shop with a vintage
voodoo doll and, in a costume shop, Dorothy's clothes come complete with a little dog too. Then, in arcades, the atmosphere turns from fun to creepy for an employee when Michael gets zapped from one game to another. Filling in as a karate instructor, Michael disrupts his student's Zen with which literally lifts him off the ground, and in a
toy store, Michael's frog necklace is so fashion-realistic that he has one little girl begging for a new pet. Then at the military store, Michael and an employee assembled a clothing display that puts a man in a doll. Michael works in a camping shop where his lifesaving s'mores and pop-up refrigerators stun would-be glampers, and later at a
health food store, a baby safety pill bottle with built-in invisibility is proving too complicated for adults. Then, in the variety store, the customer sketches off the rails when Michael adjusts the size of the train model. Michael baffled the steelworks patron with a folding can of spray paint and reduced the costume shop employee to size when
reduced to leprechaun clothing. Later, a museum employee comes to the discovery of life when a preserved egg hatches a dinosaur. Tonight, Michael tries to pull a quick on burger joint patrons with his inflatable hot dogs and his unusual technique for bagging buns. Then he freaks out at the flea market vendor when he comes back the
acrylic arachnid to life, and later his associate doesn't care about her job in a camping shop when the owl takes over their exhibit. Michael wins the store jackpot with a man who hits winning lottery numbers and wows his mother in a toy store when he shows off his own child's ingenious abilities. Later, as a party planner at a Japanese
restaurant, MIchael astzes his co-worker with a set-up that really takes the cake. Michael leaves a co-worker to dry in the garden center with a technologically confusing hose that wirelessly transmits water. Later, at the groomer's dog, Michael's puppy takes to the catwalk after dressed in state-of-the-art dog attire. In the second season
premiere, Michael poses as a hipster at the market and makes an endless sleuth of juice. Then things get blurry with eye doctors, and later, shape-shifting aliens send Michael's associate into a frenzy. Michael astzes dental patients with melar radio transmissions, and while he evaluates art, he brings the extinct species back to life. In
addition, the unusual beer mixes a spooky hallucination that will make the draw come down. Michael pulls out headphone and reality cables with mystical putty and stuns a co-worker with new bathroom technology. In the grand finale, Porta Potty becomes the Potty portal. Working in a tattoo parlor, Michael gets killer ink in the blink of an
eye. Then the snakes are on the limo when the snake ambushes a routine inspection of the car. Down at the docks, an unfortunate learns a lesson about collecting. Michael digs up a mutant turtle from mystical Peruvian clay. A woman is blown away when 2 adorable bunnies become 8 and on top of 2, the unfortunate carpenter becomes
a random traveler through time when the mighty new glue inscrements him. The miraculous liquid gives Michael Mida a touch in the eyewear store. Later, Michael trains a new girl on Salon, but things take a frightening turn when she believes she killed her first customer. Michael's customers at the candy store testify that the living
scorpion got rid of the lollipop, and later Michael's cocktail invention has one man drunk on envy! In the grand finale, the haunted mirror turns simple reflections into reality. Michael performs a groundbreaking treatment that takes time back and at the market, pungent prehistoric cheese enchants one customer's taste buds. Plus, the
accident with the 3D printer made Michael meet his match. In the office, Michael goes from suave to slacker in the blink of an eye. Then at the museum, a man discovers that his painting touch is worth thousands and in a pool club, Michael and his strange friend are in the deep end with certainty. Michael wows shoppers at the mall with
snakes stun and spiders sewing. At the art store, a woman finds out that a wooden white was born. Plus, an abandoned house doesn't let go of its precious belongings. Michael helps a man understand his incredible powers of mind and the art gallery's tribal mask disappears that makes a security guard afraid of war. While doing scientific
research, Michael makes things difficult with some extraterrestrial air. In the bakery, the new rolls are so light that they defy gravity. Michael is then caught by the ultimate sand trap as a golf instructor. At a local copy shop, Michael introduces the print by hand technique and in the bait and accessories store, discovering the latest fashion
trends of fish. In the office, Michael pulls the switcheroo and the new temp has no idea who the boss is. In this special episode, Michael ranks the show's most unlikely moments involving animals, counting down to the best zoological tricks. Selections from hilariously mystified to completely horrified illustrate the show's five funniest
reactions. Michael discovers the mystery behind bowling balls and takes the world's longest spit; Shaquille O'Neal is helping with a plan to make one super-fan go to his senses. Michael serenades the shell while posing as a chef; A witty trick leaves one man questioning the afterlife. When Michael opens a shocking package in the
warehouse, the man goes wild. And while pigs may not fly, Michael proves kittens can. One woman believes the curse transformed a man before her eyes. While working in an art shop, Michael astzes the customer with a framing device, shocks a patron who can't see the whole painting and becomes a work of art. Later, the woman goes
upside down when Michael literally loses his head. While posing as a security guard, Michael turns a metal detector into a microwave, exposes the surveillance operation and is in the firing line. Later, the mover is dumbfounded when the woman rises from the ashes. Michael refreshes the edixed nachos and peels off the truth behind the
fake account. It also reveals the latest cell soda technology. But what happens when he breathes life into the T-Rex? Michael serves a drink that can far to nothing and clean so organically that it creates life. Later, his shoe-tying technology shocks the customer and makes the assistant think someone has risen from the dead. In this
special episode, Michael dives into his secret symuch to discover never-before-seen tricks. Michael's tricks include a soup suitable for space, a strange removal of ear wax and a mystical massage. Later, the initiator travels through time. While working as a florist, Michael nukes petals popping flowers, shedding light on frog mutations, and
turning an ants farm into a work of art. Michael loses his credit card in a series of absorbent containers. In an art shop, he shakes off sloppy handwriting to discover some fancy calligraphy. Later, the hospitality assistant gets scared when the chinaware sets itself up. Michael unveils a coffee-making app and becomes textually active with
the world's rarest disposable phone. Then he debuts a new invention of beauty that turns ugly. Michael turns down the traveling crunch as he remodels his home; The hospital becomes the scene of a mind-bending game of cops and robbers. Michael proves that squirrels are the accountants of nature; Michael stuns a museum worker by
reviving a fossilized creature. Michael breezes into the Windy City to shock and amaze Chicago locals. At the health store, he sells an addendum that proves you're what you drink, and at a subway station, he completely derails the suburban sense of reality. Get ready to celebrate Michael's greatest sporting moments of all time! Things
are heating up in the bowling alley; the dangers of golf courses come out of nowhere; and during training, Michael shows that transformations can happen in an instant. At a local restaurant in Chicago, Michael brings new meaning to the term hold pickles. In addition, it detects an aggressive new type of fungus in the park, and later helps a
co-worker disappear from work early in a hospital warehouse. It's time for some of Michael's favorite mind-bending inventions! From an electric removable eyeball to a 3D printing pen, this episode features the best reactions to Michael's most innovative creations. At the market, Michael discovers incredible credit card hacking, and in a
science store shows how far stem cell research has come. Later, Michael scares the gardener who's sure the angry dwarves are after him! Michael discovers a wild new species of animal in the park, customers are confused when Michael attacks the tea shop. Later the woman gets her feathers wrinkled when the art studio becomes a
place of transformation. Michael demonstrates the transformative properties of fruits and vegetables and shows the restaurateur the true power of dairy products. Then, the buyer of the antique shop is astonished when a type of termite literally chews the landscape. Michael shows an impossible way to organize clothes, discovers some
serious surprises lurking in your favorite foods and tries one of his most ambitious feats yet - tricking two people at the same time. In this special, comb combs for never-before-seen tricks that have gone too far for THE TV and show what happens when it pushes someone over the line. Plus, the employee screws in the most outrageous
Carbonaro reveal ever. At the restaurant, Michael adds some spices at lunchtime and gives patrons chills as he demonstrates a new way to cool the soup. And at the furniture store, Michael shows his coworker that impossible things can happen in a heartbeat. Sometimes Michael is outsmarted by a target, sometimes no one notices that
magic has happened at all, and sometimes Michael accidentally recommends poisoning his viewers. In this special crossover event, impractical Jokers help Michael customers of stun cafes - but soon discover there's a joke on them; On the natural path, Michael's forest creatures show fantastic hidden abilities. Michael's back in Chicago
to come up with new ideas at the hemp store, but it's only when he inspects the spooky church that people start getting high, literally. Plus, Michael teamed up with a special guest star, Jack Black! Michael shows some unconscionable customers how to manipulate solid objects and discovers the truth about automatic vacuums; the shift of
one employee in a camping shop becomes very colorful and confusing. Stress during the holidays? do not worry. From how to deal with dinner, to what to do when a guest of special surprise emerges from nothing, Michael Carbonar's never-before-seen tricks are the gifts that keep on giving! There's everything from exploding fruit to
levitation sprinklers at Michael's fireworks stand, and at the hemp store, Michael shows off his innovations in hemp technology. Besides, the time capsule completely unravels one man! Michael tries out new foods like shape-shifting pasta and endless soups! Then he went to a vinyl store for a record-breaking illusion, and later, Michael
tries to convince his associate to explore a new plant. At the wildlife store, Michael has made himself at home with customers with an amazing new fishing gear, and at the AT&amp;T store, Michael shows a camera that is literally thin on paper. Plus, a day of mini golf gets explosive when a loose cannon appears. Michael reveals the
secrets behind baoding balls, oligemia and paper lamps, and in Eataly he discovers a spray that turns everything into bacon. Besides, a picture worth a thousand words leaves Michael's assistant speechless. Michael trains his co-workers how to hold a dog that can't hold him, and at the AT&amp;T store, Michael shows a new way to
lighten the load. Plus, a man can disappear into a manhole, but a whole hole can't go away, can it?! At the mobile phone store, Michael discovers an exciting new way to fix tablets, and later makes a drink that is impossible to swallow. In addition, the owner of the dog loves that Michael turned her pet into the smartest animal in the world!
Michael turns the remains into beauty products in a soap opera, and in a record store he shows a hip-hop fan how to jump around. In addition, at the children's store, Michael's associate learns about Michael shocks the receptionist with a medical procedure that leaves both jaws on the floor, and then at the entertainment store, Michael
discovers a regenerating piece of rubber. In addition, the electrifying trick rewrites history. In the library, Michael shocks people with every trick in the book, including the voice-controlled Turner page and clothing changes that almost recognize him! And later, Michael amazes a trainee with a mattress without weights! Michael demonstrates
the latest winter gear: a hat that also makes hot cocoa; Michael's co-worker in an abandoned garage is stunned when the spooky violin strikes a chord on its own. Michael shows off the seashore shell, which still has the seashore in it, and discovers mold-breaking desserts. Besides, on the farm, Michael damies his assistant with a trick
that's out of this world. Michael turns iced tea into a tea candle, and later, at a pet store, discovers that caterpillars have a fuse. In addition, in the warehouse, Michael confuses his assistant when he proves that great tricks come in packages wrapped in shrinkage. In the patisserie, Michael prepares an app to blur the mind; in the
entertainment store, she pours tea on a self-brewing decoration; And on the farm, Michael's accomplice looks like he saw a ghost after running into a lively scarecrow. In cooking class, Michael gets crabby when chopping the salad and brings heat to immediately cook the meatball with his breath. And later, Michael jezes his assistant to
her bones when the cryotherapy experiment freezes. Michael explores the true depth of a deep-dish pizza and later plays doctor to a patient who questions his own vision and common sense and then explains how the Carbonaro Effect could cause hallucinations. Besides, as a locksmith, Michael stuns his assistant with a surprise on the
other side of the door. Michael gives the confused woman a speed permit in the Department of Motor Vehicles; he u unscathed the toaster at the return counter; he blows the mind of beach attendants with a scally encounter under the sea michael school of man on fish fossil farming in a rock shop; color in the color store; At the



construction site, Michael and his accomplice are digging up a skeleton that still has life in it. Michael feeds a cannibalistic plant in the garden center; sells a tie that literally fits itself; At the hockey rink, Michael's assistant is speechless with a trick so electric it melts the ice. Michael sweets up a woman's day at a candy store when a
chocolate bunny eats a ring here. Then, at Chicago White Sox Stadium, he inflates pretzels at a snack stand. Plus, one of Michael's tricks is thrown down the pipes. While working in a cheese shop, Michael muses the reaction of a woman startled by brie farming. Then Michael nails down the perfect app in the lounge and unpacks a trick
at the airport that ruffles his assistant feathers. At the camp, Michael turns rain into wine and has an app that gives new meaning to the call of nature. Later, things become In the plant trade and in the museum, Michael drums ancient history that captures the present. At the appliance store, a man bananas over Michael's self-watering
refrigerator. Next, Micheal accelerates the life cycle of a frog in a science lab and pulls the strings at a property sale when he curses a toy doll with his assistant. In the delicacy, Michael bakes bread with power tools, and in a tuxedo store, his change of clothes does not suit his customer. In addition, at the stadium for the Chicago White
Sox, Michael swings toward the fence with a fiery trick that stuns his reliever. In the premiere episode, Michael amazes directors with costume changes, but cracks when he pins it down. Plus, things get sticky when demos fly post-its. Then, Michael's co-star jaw drops when the shape-shifting tenant returns while cleaning the house. While
working in a pool shop, Michael flies on a kickboard and shows culinary noodle professionals from the pool. In addition, in the pet store breeds hamsters from pellets. Then, Michael stuns his accomplice when moving day heats up with a fiery statue. While working at the antiques, Michael unpacks the item with a message on the other side
and the problem-solving toy confuses his co-worker. In addition, Michael does a fundraiser where the painting raises not only money, but also the nun's body. While working in a bookstore, Michael feeds some worms. In addition, Michael serves food and gives new meaning to the term grass fed beef. Then, at the food testing center,
Michael scares his assistant when the experiment takes on a new form. Michael works in a spice shop and gets ice treatment with his take on the cold flakes. Plus at the hotel, he cleans spilt with his phone. And then, in an abandoned house, Michael amazes his assistant when he climbs through a wormhole. Michael brings shock to the
store when packed wine tips over and gets bubble foil tips. At the popcorn store, Michael dons the latest kernel of fashion. Later, in the theater, he stuns his accomplice when the trick jumps off the screen. In a thrift store, Michael transforms a T-shirt that is suitable for all four seasons and in kindergarten, his help he thinks he loses more
than his mind. In addition, in the museum, Michael's accomplice runs frightened when the sculpture begins to slide. At the appliance store, Michael mixes juices with a sticker. Then, in a pet store, he reverses the food chain. In addition, in a dog spa, an old dog learns new tricks when the rejuvenation machine returns time and Michael
does not leave unharmed. Take a peek behind the scenes as Michael pushes the magic boundaries with a fiery potato laser and a very unusual puppy. How does Michael react when he's recognized in the middle of a stunt? And what happens when someone decides to play him a prank?! Plus, see how amazed customers react when
they find out they're on TV in this special episode! In this special episode, Michael presents the most talked about tricks from Season 1 and reveals all the new behind-the-scenes Answering viewers' questions, Michael pulls back the curtain never-before-seen rehearsal footage and provide new insights into the tricks that have earned the
most shush on social media! How does a wooden duck mamak turn into a live duck? How exactly does improvisation help one spooky trick? Plus, when the car disappears is there some clever assembly or is it real magic?! Never-before-seen footage; Michael shares backstage secrets, the most epic madness and hilarious moments of
recognition. In this special episode, Michael gives a fresh look to your favorite tricks with never-before-seen footage. From arcade to science lab, Michael revisits classic moments with floor shots of cutting rooms. In this special, a trip down memory lane becomes trippy when Michael revisits classic parts - including a hallucinogenic frog
and a glue-sniffing mishap - to unlock never-before-seen reactions to your favorite jaw-dropping tricks. In this special, Michael revisits some of the scariest parts of Carbonaro's past to reveal fresh horrors with never-before-seen reactions to tricks including alien abduction, musical spirits and crazy science experiments gone wrong!
Michael takes viewers behind the scenes and shows them never-before-seen tricks. Michael is celebrating his 100th birthday. In addition, to thank his fans, Michael cheats on some of them in a surprise meeting that I can't believe in. Michael reboots a living skeleton, an instant pet trap, a spinning mermaid and more, all with brand new
reactions! Michael revisits the spirit of ghost drinking, a living fossil, rewrites history again and more with whole new reactions. Michael reanimates chameleon fish, reboots long corks, remakes of the airport bird of man, and more with all the new reactions. Page 2 2
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